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1 Introduction

This paper is concerned with the automatic iden-
tification of generalizing passages like all ducks
lay eggs or tigers are usually striped (cf. Leslie
and Lerner, 2016). In fictional texts, these pas-
sages often express some sort of (self-)reflection of
a character or narrator or a universal truth which
holds across the context of the fictional world (cf.
Lahn and Meister, 2016, p. 184), and therefore they
are of particular interest for narrative understanding
in the computational literary studies.

In the following, we first establish a new state
of the art for detecting generalizing passages in
German fictional literature using a BERT model
(Devlin et al., 2019). In a second step, we test
whether the performance can be further improved
by adding samples from a non-German corpus to
the training data.

2 Data and Previous Work

The Modes of Narration and Attribution Corpus
(MONACO) (Barth et al., 2021) is a corpus of
German fictional texts from 1600 to 1950. It is an-
notated with three basic narratological phenomena,
each having its own tagset. The annotations are
performed on the supra-clause level, meaning that
an annotated passage consists of at least one and
possibly multiple subsequent clauses. In this paper
we only consider the phenomenon Generalizing In-
terpretation (GI). GI passages are defined as quanti-
fied statements about entities, situations, locations
etc. which are at least partially unknown to the
speaker. GI is annotated with six tags, which repre-
sent various types of quantification (Dönicke et al.,
2021): ALL (universal), MEIST (majority), EXIST

(existential), DIV (vague), BARE (generic), NEG

(negated). As of version 3.0, MONACO consists
of 13,375 annotated clauses, from which 18.3%
are part of a GI passage. The task of identify-
ing generalizing passages in MONACO was previ-

ously approached by Gödeke et al. (to appear, cf.
Varachkina et al. (2022)). The authors trained a
clause-level statistical classifier and we use their
method as baseline.

In addition to MONACO, we use the multi-genre
corpus constructed within the Situation Entities
(SITENT) project1, which contains annotations for
five situation entity types (Friedrich, 2018), also
on clause level. One of these entity types are Gen-
eral Statives (Friedrich et al., 2015, p. 30; Smith,
2003, p. 24), which describe regularities of events
(subclassified as generalizing sentences) or prop-
erties of kinds of entities (subclassified as generic
sentences) and are therefore very similar to the
GI passages in MONACO. The corpus consists of
50,009 annotated clauses, from which 18.1% are
part of a general stative.

3 Method

To harmonize the annotations in MONACO and
SITENT, we relabeled the clauses annotated as
general stative in SITENT with the GI tags of
MONACO using a list of quantifier lexemes for
each tag (e.g. every 7→ ALL) and a small set of rules
to connect clauses to passages. For all experiments
we use two texts from MONACO each as develop-
ment set (Gellert, Fontane) and test set (Wieland,
Seghers). Furthermore, we use three different train-
ing sets: 1) We use the MONACO training set,
consisting of all other texts in MONACO. 2) We
merge the MONACO training set with the complete
SITENT corpus to create the novel dataset CAGE
(“Clauses Annotated with Generalization Phenom-
ena”). CAGE consists of about 21% clauses from
MONACO and 79% clauses from SITENT. 3) We
create CAGE-small which only includes those texts
from SITENT that are categorized as fiction, essays,
ficlets and letter. This should lead to a more ho-
mogeneous dataset in terms of writing style and an

1https://github.com/annefried/sitent/tree/master/
annotated_corpus

https://github.com/annefried/sitent/tree/master/annotated_corpus
https://github.com/annefried/sitent/tree/master/annotated_corpus


Training Set Method Binary Multi ALL BARE DIV EXIST MEIST NEG

MONACO RandomForest – 0.27 0.39 0.18 0.44 0.40 0.00 0.19

MONACO G-BERT 0.78 0.61 0.51 0.50 0.50 0.60 1.00 0.57
CAGE G-BERT 0.76 0.54 0.57 0.50 0.39 0.57 0.75 0.46
CAGE-small G-BERT 0.76 0.54 0.54 0.44 0.54 0.33 1.00 0.37

Table 1: Performance of Gödeke et al.’s random forest and our BERT models on the test data, showing clause-level
F1 for the binary task as well as macro-averaged F1 and class-wise F1s for the multi-label task.

equal distribution of both languages. CAGE-small
consists of about 51% clauses from MONACO and
49% clauses from SITENT.

We use the data for two tasks: 1) binary classifi-
cation, i.e. whether a clause is part of a generaliz-
ing passage or not, and 2) multi-class classification
with the six sub-tags. Since the tags are not exclu-
sive, the latter task is also a multi-label task.

Sample Format Since clauses are the minimal
annotation unit, we use contextualized clauses as
classification input, which means that the input
text for one clause consists of the current clause’s
sentence and the two neighboring sentences. To
mark the current clause, we insert HTML-style
<b></b> tags around it. In addition to the six GI
tags, we use the label NONE for our experiments,
which is always assigned when a clause has no
original label, to make two things possible: 1) to
calculate special loss-weights (as described below)
and 2) to have separate XAI reports for the features
that lead to a classification where no original label
is assigned.

Hyperparameter Optimization We use a BERT
model and a batch size of 8 in all experiments, and
trained the model for 20 epochs.2 We consecutively
optimized the model parameters on the develop-
ment set in each experiment, starting with the pre-
trained model. We tested bert-german-base-cased
(Chan et al., 2019), bert-base-cased (Devlin et al.,
2019), bert-multilingual-base-cased (Devlin et al.,
2019), roberta-base-wechsel-german (Minixhofer
et al., 2022) and gbert-large (Chan et al., 2020),
where gbert-large outperformed the others by far.
For the optimizer, we compared LAMB (You et al.,
2020) and ADAM (Kingma and Ba, 2017) with the
learning rate lr ∈ {1e− 3, 1e− 4, 1e− 5, 1e− 6}.
LAMB with 1e− 4 performed the best. Similarly
to El Anigri et al. (2021), we use hidden dropout
and attention dropout and optimize the dropout

2Early stopping did not improve the performance.

probability p ∈ {0.0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4}. Hidden
dropout with 0.3 and attention dropout with 0.0
performed best. For the multi-label classification
models, we experimented with adding weights to
positive samples for each class in the loss function
(so-called pos weights). We compared no weights,
neg-scaled weights and none-scaled weights. For
neg-scaled weights, the pos weight is wi = ni/pi,
where ni is the number of negative samples and
pi the number of positive samples for the label
i. For none-scaled weights, the pos weight is
wj = (pn + nn)/nn, where pn is the number of
positive samples and nn the number of negative
samples for NONE and j covers all labels but NONE.
We found that the performance slightly declines
when none- and neg-weights were applied, so we
did not use loss weights in all experiments.

4 Results and Discussion

Table 1 shows the results on the test set. Since
Gödeke et al. trained their model on MONACO
version 1.1 with fewer texts, we retrained their
model on the data split which we used and use its
performance as baseline for the multi-label task.
Our models outperform this baseline and further
achieve relatively high results in the binary task.3

Interestingly, adding the English data did not im-
prove the models’ overall performance.4

Explainable methods in artificial intelligence
(XAI) help to add a more qualitative-level angle
to the evaluation of the model. We used a combi-
nation of Local Interpretable Model-Agnostic Ex-
planations (Lime) (Ribeiro et al., 2016) for feature
importances and anchors (Ribeiro et al., 2018) to
determine classification key words. One example
is included in the appendix A and more examples
are shown on the poster.

3For comparison: Friedrich et al. (2016) achieve 29% F1
for generalizing sentences and 68% F1 for generic sentences
when training and testing on the SITENT corpus.

4Our models are available at https://github.com/
tschomacker/generalizing-passages-identification-bert.
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A Appendix
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Das war sein Mann , mehr als irgendwer , 
der sich seitdem einen Namen gemacht hatte .<b> 

Das zeigte sich jedesmal,</b> wenn ihm gesagt wurde , 
daß er einen Bismarckkopf habe.» 

Fontane (Sent: 76, Clause:1) (Gold GI-labels: ALL)
(only top 10 by abs. value)

anchors: {jedesmal} with precision: 0.99

This was his man, more so than anyone who had made a name for himself
since. This showed up every time he was told he had a Bismarck’s head.

Figure 1: Lime scores and anchor(s) for ALL in Fontane
(2012) on the cage-small model


